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1. The Global Current Affairs unit



focusing both on specific countries/regions 
from around the world 

and on issues that transcend borders

explaining what is happening in the world and why:
who are the key players and factors?

what are their agendas?

demonstrating the links and interdependence
between different issues, localities, people

and how global current affairs affect us



GLOBAL SECURITY SUSTAINABILITY

two core themes







the aim = 

covering a range of global current affairs

an holistic perspective on sustainability

demonstrating interdependence



the challenge = 

assessing engagement, information retention 
and linkages across all weeks of teaching

(without the option of a multiple choice quiz)

plus: curation, visualisation (infographic)



2. The Reflective Mind Map assignment



You will create a reflective mind/concept map using materials and information 

from every week of Global Current Affairs teaching (lecture and multimedia content).

This assignment combines: 

knowledge acquisition

reflection 

information curation 

visualisation



You should cover the following four questions through the components of the mind map 
and only using a limited amount of text as captions to the visuals:

o What are the most important or interesting things you learned each week and 
why?

o How are they linked to each other and what story do they tell us about the state 
of the world?

o What are the top challenges facing (a) global security and (b) sustainability?

o Who are the main actors driving global change (change-makers)?

You don't have to answer these four questions in separate sections of the map, but the 
answers to those questions should be clear, not assumed or implicit. 





Step 1: you will be reflecting on the most important and interesting things you learned each 
week, and selecting/curating bits of data (‘components’) from the lecture/multimedia content 
posted on Brightspace 

Step 2: you will map and link these bits of data/knowledge (‘components’) on a large mind 
map so as to identify key global challenges and global change-makers.
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Components can include stats, facts, historical context, graphs or infographics, maps, images 
of events, people or places, screenshots from videos, short quotes from the literature or 
interviewees or documentaries etc. 

There has to be at least one component from each week of GCA teaching. 



Links/storytelling: 

You have to demonstrate the links between the different components or groups of components 
in your mind map, using arrows or lines or grouping components in clusters. 

You can annotate your arrows and lines with short bits of text to explain the links. 
DO NOT overload your shapes/visuals/map with text. 
This is not a textual, but a visual assignment.

Rationale: 

Through your mind map components (facts, figures etc), linkages, bits of text, and captions 
the following should be evident:

- Why are these facts/figures interesting or important? 
- Why are these global challenges important? 
- Why are these change-makers important?



Marking criteria – use as checklist during the preparation of your mind map

Mind map is in the correct format (140cm x 140cm PowerPoint slide)

There are components from all weeks of GCA teaching with clear labelling

Design (including colour palette, font sizes, shapes etc) is slick, professional and user-friendly

Information architecture: map is easy to read and coherent; information is structured and presented in a logical way, 

and the points made are clear

There is a clear and strong rationale for the choice of components (why are they interesting, important and relevant?)

The components chosen demonstrate good familiarity with unit content (i.e. not just material from lecture slides but 

delving deeper into each week's multimedia)

Content shows knowledge of contemporary history and global current affairs (factual accuracy, depth of 

understanding of issues, engagement with a range of issues)

Components are clearly and logically linked to others, creating meaningful visual narratives

The map identifies key challenges facing global security and sustainability and these are adequately justified and 

contextualised

The map identifies key change-makers and these are adequately justified and contextualized

There is a complete and properly formatted reference list on a separate page/slide



3. Examples of great mind maps



Brad Petrie



Katie Whitney



Lauren Porter



Lizzie Curzen



Hollie Robinson



Jordan Elkins



Char Albutt



Oliver McManus



4. Lessons for ESD



• importance of historical, geographical, political context and content: who, what, 
when, how, why – facts, figures, key names, key events

• anchoring and grounding sustainability issues to specific communities, events, 
personalities; linking the global to the local

• demonstrating interdependence among communities and issues

• use of multimedia as alternative to reading/lecturing



• giving students intellectual, reflective and creative space

• think about what they found interesting each week and why

• become curators and communicators of that info

• highly personalised, not formulaic



Feedback:
• Students enjoyed the assignment, esp. thinking visually and mapping those elements, 

as well as the creative space and reflective freedom
• “I have really loved the global affairs topics and I am so glad that came across through 

my mind map”
• Praised by EEs and adopted/adapted by other BU colleagues

Areas of improvement

• need more space for positive role models and tangible solutions, both of which = key 
to building hope and efficacy
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